Cornerstone Technologies has deep experience
in successful delivery of “Cloud Migrations”
We have been helping Organizations reach their IT goals for over 10 years. In the last 5 years our focus
has shifted to migration of data to the “Cloud”. We started out as an organization focused in data
archiving technologies. Our engineer’s skillsets already align so well with cloud migrations that it made
complete sense and seemed a natural evolution for us.
Cornerstone Technologies has performed many migrations to the cloud
for companies and organizations across varying industries and of all sizes.
There are many “pieces” to the puzzle that need to be identified and
thought about to ensure you can migrate with no loss of functionality.
CST engineers are experts with Office 365 and other cloud technologies
and can guide you safely through this process.
Cornerstone Turnkey projects come backed by our entire team. You may
have 2-4 engineers assigned to your project but rest assured that a much
larger team can and will switch focus at any time to handle any problems
that arise. This has been one of our most valuable assets in delivering
projects for customers. None of our engineers are ever “alone” on a
project.

Cornerstone is well versed in many email and data archive platforms. We can
migrate from any archive platform directly in Office365 and maintain folder structures and data
integrity. We can also migrate to any “other” data archive platform if needed. For messaging archive
platforms that “stub” data we can reassemble the original message removing the stub.
Our chain of custody reporting for data archive migrations is detailed and just what most legal
departments want. Journal data is another “sticky” point for many organizations. CST has developed
several ways to handle this data so your company’s data continuity stays intact.
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Our Cloud Migration Services include:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Office 365 migrations
Data Migration Tools
Cloud Infrastructure Provider Selection
Data Archive Migrations
Exchange On-Line Protection
Cloud Based Disaster Recovery
Managed Services
o Includes proactive 24/7 monitoring
o Level 3 engineers at your disposal for
emergencies

Our On-Premise Migration Services include:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

MS Exchange (any version) to next version or above (2003, 2007, 2013, 2016)
Any data archive platform to any data archive platform
Enterprise Vault upgrades and version “jumps”
SQL Version Migrations
Managed Services
o Includes proactive 24/7 monitoring
o Level 3 engineers at your disposal for emergencies

Our Difference, Managed Services, we include some level of this with every
migration. In today’s market, the greatest value you can bring to your organization is your
understanding of the culture, business processes and business applications that are designed specifically
to support your end-users and the way your business operates. With the proliferation of virtualization
and the use of commodity systems for back-end systems, infrastructure management is no longer the
significant value-add of IT departments. This is where Cornerstone can help you. While you focus your
application teams on the more significant role of helping your organization best leverage technology to
grow business, we can take care of the day-to-day management of the infrastructure for you.

We have four pillars to support your managed services:
i.

ii.

iii.

Monitor: We monitor environments 24 x 7 around the clock to ensure highly available and ready

to operate services for your needs. As our managed service customer, you will have access to
monitoring software at no additional cost.
Maintain: We provide maintenance as part of our managed service to ensure your systems are
operating at optimal speeds and performance, while maintaining their reliability. The systems
are regularly maintained and reviewed, so that we can detect and even prevent impending and
potential failures, rather than being merely responsive to problems.
Manage: Our Managed service capability is where we execute the changes and the needs that
you bring to our attention to meet the needs of your changing business. Not only do we operate

iv.

the environment, but we also continue to make the appropriate changes to meet your needs
responsively.
Mentor: The fourth principal, which makes our managed service unique, is Mentoring.
Understanding the way in which an application or a system operates, helps your IT organization
understand its impact on end users and how to maximize and utilize those systems. We can also
help you maintain and manage the system on your own if there are budget issues. Unlike other
managed services organizations, who do not want to share the knowledge so that they are tied
to that system, Cornerstone’s philosophy is service excellence that supports all your needs. We
believe that our managed service team and the service we provide is available to help reduce
cost, increase capability, increase up time, and share our value. Our team goal is to provide
value to and earn our customers. We realize that mentoring does not compromise our ability for
long-term service, but rather proves our value and understanding of your environment.

We would love the chance to “speak technology” with you. Contact your
representative today and let us show off our engineers to your team. We can come onsite to meet and
or perform remote meetings with video which is a standard practice at Cornerstone Technologies.

